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Abstract

Plants have evolved dynamic and complex networks of cell-to-cell communication to coordinate 

and adapt their growth and development to a variety of environmental changes. In addition to 

small molecules, such as metabolites and phytohormones, macromolecules such as proteins and 

RNAs also act as signalling agents in plants. As information molecules, RNAs can move locally 

between cells through plasmodesmata, and over long distances through phloem. Non-cell-

autonomous RNAs may act as mobile signals to regulate plant development, nutrient allocation, 

gene silencing, antiviral defence, stress responses and many other physiological processes in 

plants. Recent work has shed light on mobile RNAs and, in some cases, uncovered their roles in 

intercellular and systemic signalling networks. This review summarizes the current knowledge of 

local and systemic RNA movement, and discusses the potential regulatory mechanisms and 

biological significance of RNA trafficking in plants.

Cell-to-cell communication plays a critical role in plant development, disease resistance and 

responses to various stresses from the external environment. As a strategy for efficient 

intercellular communications, plants have evolved a plant-specific symplasmic pathway 

mediated by plasmodesmata (PD) and phloem to transport signalling molecules between 

cells1. Various types of plant RNA species, including messenger RNAs (mRNAs), small 

interfering RNAs (siRNAs), microRNAs (miRNAs), ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) and transfer 

RNAs (tRNAs), can move from cell to cell (short-range) or systemically (long-range) to 

potentially regulate whole-plant physiological processes2–5. The non-cell-autonomous 

nature of RNA molecules suggests that RNAs may function beyond the cells in which they 

are synthesized. Regulatory roles of mobile RNAs in cell differentiation, organ formation 

and patterning, nutrient homeostasis, stress adaptations, and plant-microorganism and plant-
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plant interactions have been discovered, prompting further studies to understand the scope 

and impact of RNA trafficking in signalling networks. Recently, thanks to advances in 

genomics technologies, an abundance of mobile RNAs has been discovered6–10, further 

underscoring the question of the functional significance of mobile RNAs. Here, we review 

recent advances in intercellular and systemic RNA trafficking in plants and discuss the 

possible regulatory mechanisms and biological functions of RNA trafficking.

Routes for RNA trafficking between plant cells

Together, PD and phloem form a symplasmic pathway that links nearly all plant cells. RNAs 

can move cell-to-cell through PD and long-distance through phloem. A vesicle-mediated 

pathway is also a potential route for RNA trafficking between plant cells.

PD as intercellular micro-channels of mobile RNAs.

PD are membrane-lined micro-channels that cross the cell wall and connect neighbouring 

cells11. They are bordered by plasma membrane, and contain an appressed form of 

endoplasmic reticulum (ER), called desmotubule, in the central region (Fig. 1a). The space 

between these membranes forms a cytosolic sleeve that allows cellular molecules to migrate 

between cells. Mobile molecules may also move through the lumen or membrane of the 

desmotubule12–14. The key feature of PD is that they establish cytosolic and endomembrane 

continuity between adjacent cells, thus forming a symplasmic pathway to mediate the 

transportation of molecules between adjacent cells1,15. Various molecules are able to move 

through PD, including small molecules such as water, ions and phytohormones, as well as 

large molecules such as proteins and RNAs16. The transport of molecules through PD 

depends on their size, shape and tissue types, along with the development stages in which 

they are present. As highly dynamic channels, PD are tightly regulated and undergo various 

structural and functional changes during plant development. The numbers and size exclusion 

limit of PD vary among different tissues at different development stages17–19. The structure 

of PD ranges from simple channels to twinned and branched channels20. The size exclusion 

limit of PD is regulated by reversible callose (β−1,3-glucan) deposition and by certain PD-

associated proteins and mobile proteins11,16,21,22. A number of mobile RNAs, such as 

miR390 (ref.3), miR165/166 (ref.5), sucrose transporter SUC1 mRNA (ref.23), and 

transcription factor KNOTTED1 mRNA (ref.24), have been reported to move through PD, 

indicating the importance of these channels for RNA trafficking in plants.

Long-distance movement of RNAs through phloem.

While PD mediate the cell-to-cell movement of cellular molecules, the vascular system-

consisting of xylem and phloem-facilitates long-distance trafficking in plants. Water and 

mineral nutrients are transported from roots to the aerial parts of plants through the xylem. 

In contrast, phloem supports the movement of photosynthates and macromolecules from 

source to sink tissues25. The phloem is composed of living enucleated sieve elements 

assisted by companion cells (Fig. 1b). Mature sieve-elements are connected to adjacent 

companyion cells by highly modified, funnel-like PD called plasmodesmata pore units 

(PPUs). These specialized PPUs are structurally distinct from regular PD. They consist of 

multiple channels on the companion-cell side, which merge into a single pore on the sieve-
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element side26. The sieve element cells stack together to form the sieve tube, which allows 

for rapid flow of molecules over long distances in plants27. Macromolecules, including 

proteins, RNAs and ribonucleoprotein complexes, have been found in the phloem 

stream4,28,29. Plant phloem appears to be an ideal route for RNA trafficking because no 

RNase activity is detectable in phloem sap30,31. As discussed in detail in the section ‘Mobile 

RNAs in plants’, many lines of evidence support that various RNA species are transported 

through the phloem to distant tissues6,8,32.

Potential RNA trafficking routes mediated by vesicles.

In eukaryotes, proteins are generally secreted into the extracellular space through the classic 

ER-Golgi route. However, cytosolic proteins lacking signal peptides are also found outside 

of cells, indicating the existence of unconventional protein secretion pathways33. In animals, 

one such secretion pathway involves the release of exosomes to the extracellular 

compartment. Exosomes are membrane-bound vesicles 30–100 nm in diameter and derived 

from multivesicular bodies (MVBs) that fuse with the plasma membrane, resulting in the 

release of their intraluminal vesicles as exosomes34. Interestingly, in addition to proteins, 

various RNAs including mRNAs, miRNAs and other non-coding RNAs, have also been 

identified in exosomes and have been shown to be critical for intercellular communication 

between animal cells34. The secretion of exosomes appears to be an evolutionarily conserved 

process, and accumulating evidence indicates that exosome-like vesicles also exist in plants. 

Structures similar to exosomes have been isolated from the apoplastic fluids of sunflower 

(Helianthus annuus) seeds, olive (Olea europaea) pollen grains and Arabidopsis leaves, and 

these exosome-like vesicles are enriched with leaderless secretory proteins35–37. 

Ultrastructural data has shown that barley leaves release vesicles resembling exosomes under 

pathogenic fungal attack38. When invaded by filamentous oomycetes pathogens, a series of 

structural and biochemical responses takes place in the host plant cells, including the re-

organization of subcellular structures. Numerous organelles accumulate in the vicinity of 

haustorium infected sites, particularly MVBs, Golgi stacks, ER and secretory vesicles, 

indicating that the secretion process of the host plant cell may be activated at the penetration 

site to defend against pathogenic infection39,40. Animal exosomes can mediate RNA 

trafficking for cell-to-cell communication and affect the phenotypes of recipient cells34. It 

was recently revealed that plants also employ exosome-like vesicles to transport small RNAs 

to a fungal pathogen41. It is unknown whether exosomes or other vesicles are used in RNA 

trafficking between plant cells, as plant cells are separated by cell walls, unlike the highly 

specialized haustoria at fungal infection sites. However, given that exosomes can be detected 

from plant tissues or organs, it is a formal possibility that RNA trafficking between 

neighbouring cells occurs through exosomes. Figure 1c depicts imaginary scenarios whereby 

exosomes or vesicles may transport RNAs intercellularly, either through exocytosis/

endocytosis or through the PD channels between cells. Vesicle-mediated RNA trafficking 

deserves attention in future research.

Mobile RN As in plants

Various types of plant RNA species, including mRNAs, small RNAs, ribosomal RNAs and 

transfer RNAs, have been found to travel beyond the cells in which they are synthesized.
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Mobile mRNAs.

Intercellular trafficking of plant mRNAs through PD was first shown in microinjection 

experiments with the maize KNOTTED1 (KN1) transcription factor24. Fluorescently 

labelled sense kn1 RNA and KN1 protein were coinjected into tobacco mesophyll cells, and 

the fluorescent probes were observed to move rapidly from the injected cell into 

neighbouring cells, indicating that the transcript of KN1 can be transported through PD with 

the assistance of KN1 protein24. Another strong evidence for mRNA being mobile is from 

localization studies of potato sucrose transporter suc1 mRNA (ref.23). Suc1 mRNA was 

transcribed in companion cells, however in situ hybridization revealed the presence of the 

transcript in both companion cells and sieve elements. Because enucleated sieve elements 

lack the transcription machinery, the presence of suc1 mRNA was attributed to cell-to-cell 

movement of the mRNA from companion cells to adjacent sieve elements, probably through 

PD (ref.23). Subsequent studies investigated the distribution of RNAs in the phloem sap of 

various plant species, including Arabidopsis42, rice31, barley30,43, pumpkin44, melon45, 

Ricinus communis46, Lupinus albus47, watermelon and cucumber32. These studies 

identified numerous phloem transcripts encoding various types of proteins, such as 

transcription factors, phytohormone regulators, stress response factors and proteins involved 

in a wide range of plant developmental processes. Although the presence in phloem sap 

alone was insufficient evidence of RNA systemic movement or functionality, the mobility of 

some phloem mRNAs was subsequently confirmed by grafting studies44,48–52 and host-

parasite interaction analysis8,9,53,54.

Grafting connects two or more living tissues from different plants into one single plant55. 

Grafting has been widely used to test the translocation of molecules across the graft 

junctions and has proven to be a useful tool for characterizing long-distance mobile RNAs. 

Examples of mRNAs whose mobility was demonstrated by grafting experiments (Table 1) 

include Arabidopsis FT (ref.56) and Aux/IAA (ref.48), pumpkin PP16 (ref.49) and NACP 
(ref.44), potato BEL5 (ref.50) and POTH1 (ref.51), apple SLR/IAA14 (ref.52), and tomato 

PFP-T6 (ref.2) and PS (ref.57). Some recent studies have identified large numbers of graft-

transmissible mRNAs using high-throughput sequencing. From the heterograft of 

Arabidopsis and tobacco, 138 transcripts from the stock of Arabidopsis were found to move 

into the tobacco scion58. A separate study reported a total number of 2,006 mobile RNAs by 

grafting shoots and roots of different Arabidopsis ecotypes8. The difference in the numbers 

of mobile RNAs identified in these two studies may be attributable to differences in 

sequencing coverage and plant growth conditions. Indeed, even 2,006 mobile RNAs may be 

an underestimate, given that mobile RNA detection is dependent on the availability of single 

nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), mRNA stability, sequencing depth, materials sampled 

and other biological factors. In addition to the model plant Arabidopsis, high-throughput 

sequencing has identified mobile RNAs across graft junctions in agricultural crops, 

including grape10 and cucumber7 from which the numbers of identified mobile transcripts 

were 3,333 and 3,546, respectively.

Besides the grafting approach, host-parasite interactions analyses have also provided strong 

evidence for RNA movement. In host-parasite interactions, mRNAs can move from host 

plants to parasitic plants across the parasite’s haustorium. Examples of mRNAs capable of 
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moving from host plants to their parasitic plants (Table 1) include tomato GAI and PFP 
(refs53,54). Genome-wide analysis of mRNAs exchanged between host and parasitic plants 

revealed thousands of mobile transcripts8,9,59. In an Arabidopsis-Cuscuta host-parasite 

system, nearly half of the expressed transcriptome of the Arabidopsis host was found to 

move into the Cuscuta parasite9.

These mobile RNAomics data reveal a large number of mobile transcripts and raise the 

possibility of RNA-based systemic signalling in plants. Future studies are needed to identify 

the patterns of RNA movement in plants, the underlying regulatory mechanisms and the 

functional impacts of mobile RNAs.

Mobile small RNAs: siRNAs and miRNAs.

Small RNAs are a population of 21 to 24 nucleotide (nt) RNAs that guide RNA silencing. 

They can be classified into two major categories in plants, siRNAs and miRNAs, based on 

their biogenesis and molecular features60. miRNA genes are transcribed by RNA 

polymerase II (Pol II), generating imperfectly paired hairpin precursors that are cleaved by 

DICER-LIKE1 (DCL1) to produce mature miRNAs. These mature miRNAs are 

incorporated into ARGONAUTE 1 (AGO1) to form the RNA-induced silencing complex 

(RISC), which catalyses the cleavage or translational repression of target RNAs61. SiRNAs 

are further classified as trans-acting siRNAs (ta-siRNAs) and heterochromatic siRNAs (hc-

siRNAs). These siRNAs are generated from long double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) 

produced from single-stranded RNAs by RNA-dependent RNA polymerases (RDRs) or 

formed from the transcription of inverted-repeat (IR) sequences. In Arabidopsis, the 

dsRNAs are mainly processed by DCL2, DCL3 or DCL4 and generate 21-, 22- or 24-nt 

siRNAs, which are sorted into AGO1, AGO2, AGO3, AGO4, AGO6 or AGO9 RISCs to 

silence target genes62. Silencing mediated by small RNAs can be classified as transcriptional 

gene silencing (TGS) or post-transcriptional gene silencing (PTGS). TGS regulates 

transposable elements and repetitive DNA sequences through DNA methylation or histone 

modifications in the nucleus, whereas PTGS functions primarily to eliminate exogenous 

invading RNAs or to regulate endogenous genes through RNA cleavage or translation 

inhibition in the cytoplasm63.

Over the past few decades, extensive studies have uncovered non-cell-autonomous features 

of RNA silencing. Systemic spreading of silencing was initially shown in tobacco plants 

using grafting experiments, in which a scion containing a non-silenced transgene was 

grafted onto a stock containing a silenced transgene64. In a parallel study, green fluorescent 

protein (GFP) silencing was observed in the upper leaves of tobacco plants stably expressing 

a GFP transgene after the induction of GFP silencing by transient Agrobacterium infiltration 

of the lower leaves65. Subsequent studies further confirmed the systemic nature of RNA 

silencing and indicated the existence of mobile sequence-specific signals66–68. It was 

hypothesized that small RNAs or their precursors act as mobile signalling molecules that 

mediate the spreading of RNA silencing. To further investigate the non-cell-autonomous 

nature of RNA silencing, two artificial siRNA reporter systems, SUC-SUL and SUC-PDS, 

were developed. In both systems, long inverted-repeat dsRNAs are expressed in phloem 

companion cells but target the chlorophyll biosynthesis gene SULPHUR (SUL) or the 
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carotenoid biosynthesis gene PHYTOENE DESATURASE (PDS) in leaf mesophyll 

cells69,70. Processing of the inverted repeat dsRNAs generates siRNAs and results in non-

cell-autonomous RNA silencing spreading from the vasculature to the surrounding 10 to 15 

neighbouring cells, reflecting local cell-to-cell transmission of RNA silencing. Genetic 

screens based on these two reporter systems were performed, leading to identification of a 

number of genes that affect RNA silencing, including AGO1, HEN1, CLSY1, DCL1, DCL4, 
NRPD1A, RDR2 and HPR1; these findings have been well reviewed in ref.68.

Both siRNAs and miRNAs have been observed in phloem exudates from various plant 

species, including pumpkin71, oilseed rape (Brassica napus)72,73, apple74 and white lupin 

(Lupinus albus)47, further supporting the hypothesis that small RNAs act as long-distance 

transmitters of RNA silencing in plants.

The mobility of many siRNAs has been documented (Table 1). The first case of endogenous 

mobile siRNAs was that of the low-abundance, conserved group of TAS3-derived ta-

siRNAs, termed tasiR-ARFs, which target auxin response factors. The biogenesis of tasiR-

ARFs is restricted to the upper adaxial side of leaves by the localized expression of AGO7 
and TAS3A. However, in situ hybridization shows that tasiR-ARFs accumulate outside this 

defined domain of biogenesis and form an adaxial-to-abaxial gradient across leaves. This 

gradient shapes the expression pattern of the abaxial determinant AUXIN RESPONSE 
FACTOR3 (ARF3). Thus, tasiR-ARFs function as a mobile signal in the establishment of 

adaxial-abaxial leaf polarity3. Transposable-element-derived siRNAs could be transported 

from the pollen vegetative cell to sperm cells to inhibit transposable element activity and 

stabilize the genome during reproduction75,76. Recently, elegant grafting experiments have 

demonstrated that both transgene-derived siRNAs and endogenous siRNAs can move long 

distances6,77–79. By grafting roots from the siRNA biogenesis-defective Dicer triple mutant 

dc12 dc13 dc14 to wild-type Arabidopsis shoots, a substantial population of mobile siRNAs 

was identified using high-throughput sequencing77. Moreover, these mobile siRNAs were 

found to target thousands of genomic loci, predominately transposons located in 

euchromatic regions, for DNA methylation6.

In contrast to siRNAs, miRNAs are thought to be relatively less mobile as the sites of their 

transcription and function are well correlated80,81. However, a few miRNAs have been 

reported to act non-cell-autonomously (Table 1). For example, the miR390 precursor 

localizes to the vasculature and pith region below the shoot apical meristem but not in the 

meristem or youngest leaf primordia, based on in situ hybridization. However, the 

accumulation of mature miR390 throughout the vegetative apex, including the meristem and 

the youngest leaf primordia, strongly suggests that miR390 is capable of cell-to-cell short-

distance movement3. miR165/166 species are probably mobile as well; the gene promoters 

are active in the single-cell-layer root endodermis, while the mature miRNAs accumulate 

across all radial layers of the root in Arabidopsis5. Similarly, miR394 was found to spread 

from the site of biogenesis in the epidermal layer to internal cells in the shoot apical 

meristem82. In addition to short-range movement, long-distance movement of miRNAs has 

been demonstrated by grafting experiments. Using Arabidopsis overexpressing miR399 as 

the scion and wild type as the rootstock, miR399 was found to exhibit long-range movement 

from shoot to root to degrade its target transcript PHOSPHATE 2 (PHO2) and to regulate 
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plant phosphate homeostasis83,84. The mobility of miR399 was confirmed in an independent 

grafting experiment using wild-type Arabidopsis as the scion and the miRNA-deficient 

mutant hen1 as the rootstock. The same study also revealed that miR395 could traverse graft 

junctions to target the APS gene in the root73. Using the same approach of wild-type-hen1 
micrografting, another study further showed that, in addition to miR399, the corresponding 

near-complementary miR399* species was graft-transmissible between shoots and roots. 

The analysis also revealed that miR827 and miR2111 were capable of long-distance 

movement, while their respective miRNA* species were not, indicating that the mobility of 

miRNA species is selective85. miR2111 in the legume Lotus japonicus has also been found 

to undergo shoot-to-root long-distance translocation to regulate rhizobial infection. While 

miR2111:GUS-expressing lines showed that miR2111 was synthesized in shoots, mature 

miR2111 was detected in both shoots and roots. In addition, the identification of miR2111 

from phloem sap further supports the long-distance transport of this miRNA (ref.86).

Small RNAs can traffic between parasites and host plants. The parasitic plant Cuscuta was 

found to induce many miRNAs at the haustorium when it parasitizes Arabidopsis and 

tobacco. The majority of these miRNAs are 22-nt long and they can hijack the silencing 

machinery of the host cells to produce secondary siRNAs, resulting in the degradation of 

host mRNAs87. In addition, small RNAs were observed to move in a trans-kingdom manner 

from host plants to parasitic pathogens. miR166 and miR159 were found to be exported 

from host cotton plants to a fungal pathogen and were shown to down-regulate their fungal 

target genes Clp-1 and HiC-15, which are essential for fungal virulence88. Using the 

Arabidopsis-Botrytis cinerea pathosystem, another study41 profiled small RNAs from 

pathogen B. cinerea protoplasts and extracellular vesicles of infected Arabidopsis leaves. A 

number of siRNAs and miRNAs have been identified to transfer from Arabidopsis to B. 
cinerea through extracellular vesicles to silence fungal virulence-related genes and 

contribute to host immunity.

The findings described here have helped establish that siRNAs and miRNAs can serve as 

mobile agents that function in recipient cells (Fig. 2). Thus, non-cell-autonomous RNA 

silencing may be a signalling mechanism that coordinates developmental and physiological 

processes in plants.

Other mobile RNAs: rRNAs and tRNAs.

Transcriptome analyses have also revealed the presence of rRNAs and tRNAs in phloem sap 

(Table 1). All plant rRNA species, including 5S, 5.8S, 18S, and 25S rRNAs, were found in 

the phloem exudate of B. napus and pumpkin4,28,72. Large quantities of tRNAs have been 

identified from an RNA pool derived from pumpkin phloem, and high-throughput 

sequencing revealed that tRNA species distributed non-equally in the phloem sap4,89. For 

example, while tRNA-Asp and tRNA-Lys were highly abundant, tRNA-Ile and tRNA-Thr 
were barely detected. Moreover, a considerable fraction of the phloem-sap-derived tRNAs 

was in truncated forms, or tRNA halves, derived from cleavage of tRNAs in the anticodon 

loop. In vitro assays showed that these phloem-specific tRNA halves effectively inhibited 

translation in a non-specific manner4. In addition to rRNAs and tRNAs, several ribosomal 

proteins and ribonucleoprotein complexes were also identified in the phloem sap, however, 
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some important ribosomal proteins or translation factors essential for ribosomal function are 

missing28. According to these observations, it was suggested that mRNA translation cannot 

take place in phloem. Further strong evidence supporting this notion is that in a hypocotyl-

grafted GUS:tRNAMet/wild-type (Col-0) Arabidopsis plant, the mobile GUS:tRNAMet 

fusion can move to the root tip of wild-type plants and show GUS activity there, but GUS 

activity could not be detected in the phloem of the root close to the graft junction, indicating 

that mobile transcripts are translated after transport90. Other non-coding RNA species 

identified in phloem sap include small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs), mitochondrial and 

chloroplastic rRNAs and tRNAs, signal recognition particle RNAs and RNAs with unknown 

function, but it is unclear whether they may unload from the phloem to serve functions 

elsewhere4.

Regulatory mechanisms of RNA movement

Although a large number of RNAs have been found to be mobile in the past few decades, the 

mechanisms that regulate their movement have only recently begun to emerge. Based on 

current knowledge, here we discuss the possible mechanisms of RNA trafficking in plants.

RNA sequence, length, abundance and stability are possible factors impacting mobility.

The identification of numerous mobile RNAs raises questions about the mechanisms that 

determine their mobility. A recent study investigated the potential link between mRNA 

abundance and mobility using a computational diffusion-based model and concluded that 

mRNA abundance is a key determinant of mobility. The statistical analyses also indicated 

that mRNA stability and transcript length might contribute to mobility-mRNAs with 

predicted longer half-lives and smaller size seem to be more mobile91. These findings might 

lead to the assumption that mRNAs traffic in a passive, non-selective manner. However, 

evidence exists for an active, selective mechanism. For example, GUS-YFP transcripts from 

the strong 35S promoter do not move to distant plant tissues, suggesting that high levels of 

expression do not necessarily induce mobility of RNAs8,90. Some highly expressed GFP 

protein fusions have been shown to be graft-mobile, but their mRNAs are not92. Besides, it 

was observed that mobile transcripts can move from shoot to root (source to sink), or from 

root to shoot against the source-sink gradient, and certain mobile mRNAs may be 

transported preferentially to specific tissues, such as flowers or leaves8,93. Specific motifs 

have also been found to affect RNA mobility. In potato, the 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions 

(UTRs) of the BEL1-like transcription factor BEL5 are required for its long-distance 

transport into roots, where BEL5 regulates tuber formation94. Some low-abundance mobile 

transcripts were found to be enriched for three sequence motifs, indicating a sequence-

specific selective mechanism for the movement of this set of transcripts91. In addition, 

fusion of the phloem enriched tRNA-like structures (TLSs) with immobile RNAs can make 

the fused transcripts mobile across graft junctions, while deletion of the TLS motif from a 

dicistronic mRNA-tRNA transcript made it immobile, indicating that TLS motifs can trigger 

the mobility of mRNAs90. By analysing the graft-mobile transcriptome data from 

Arabidopsis8 and grape10, it has been revealed that a large number of mobile transcripts 

harbour a TLS motif in the coding sequences or UTRs, or are transcribed from genes that are 

in close proximity to annotated tRNA genes, which further supports that TLSs are necessary 
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for RNA mobility and indicates the existence of a selective mRNA delivery mechanism90. 

This evidence indicates two possible transport pathways for mRNAs in plants: a passive, 

nonselective pathway and an active, selective pathway.

RNA trafficking mediated by non-cell-autonomous proteins with RNA-binding activity.

The existence of specific motifs associated with mobile RNAs implies that RNA-binding 

proteins may interact with RNAs and modulate their trafficking. Phloem exudate analyses 

have shown the presence of many RNA-binding proteins29,95,96. Some of these proteins 

were found to associate with RNAs to form ribonucleoprotein complexes and might be 

involved in phloem-mediated RNA movement. Microinjection assays in tobacco revealed 

that fluorescein-labelled maize KN1 (ref.24) and pumpkin PP16 (ref.49) interact with their 

own RNAs and specifically facilitate their cell-to-cell or long-distance translocation by 

regulating the size-exclusion limit of PD. Pumpkin RBP50, a polypyrimidine tract binding 

(PTB) protein, acts as the core of a ribonucleoprotein (RNP) complex that moves in the 

phloem translocation stream, as shown by heterografting assays. Co-immunoprecipitation 

showed that RBP50 associates with six mRNAs containing PTB motifs and incorporates 

them into the RNP complex to mediate their long-range transport in the phloem97. Potato 

PTB proteins PTB1 and PTB6 have also been found to bind the 3’ UTR of the transcript of 

BEL5 (ref.98). Overexpression of PTB1/6 resulted in both enhanced stability and long-

distance movement of the BEL5 mRNA, whereas suppression of PTB1/6 led to decreased 

stability and movement98. Small RNAs may also require RNA-binding proteins for their 

mobility. The pumpkin phloem protein PSRP1 was found to preferentially bind 25-nt single-

stranded RNA (ssRNA) species by gel mobility-shift assays. Co-injection of PSRP1 and 

fluorescein-labelled 25-nt ssRNAs in tobacco showed that PSRP1 could mediate the 

trafficking of ssRNAs to neighbouring cells71. PSRP1 interacts with a specific set of proteins 

and forms a complex99. In vivo co-immunoprecipitation showed that the PSRP1-based 

complex contains endogenous 24-nt small RNAs. Dephosphorylation of PSRP1 results in 

disassembly of this small RNA-protein complex, which presumably needs to happen to 

release small RNAs in target cells99. However, orthologues of PSRP1 have yet to be 

characterized in other plant species.

Control of RNA trafficking by regulating PD permeability.

PD permeability can be regulated to facilitate or block the trafficking of RNA and other 

molecules during plant development and stress responses, and PD apertures may be 

temporarily dilated by mobile proteins, such as the aforementioned KN1 and PP16 

(refs24,49,100). Many phloem sap proteins were reported to interact with PD to increase their 

size exclusion limit, whereas isoforms of the proteins absent in phloem were incapable of 

such interactions101,102. Reversible callose deposition is another mechanism employed by 

plants to regulate PD permeability in response to various environmental stresses, such as 

pathogen invasion, wounding and nutrient deficiency17,100. A gain-of-function mutation in 

Arabidopsis CALLOSE SYNTHASE 3 (CALS3) abolishes the intercellular movement of 

miR165/166, indicating that the regulation of PD permeability is an effective way to control 

small RNA trafficking103. However, research on PD is challenging as mutants lacking PD 

are lethal and biochemical isolation of PD is difficult11,104.
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Specific mechanisms for small RNA mobility.

Given that the biogenesis machinery is different for the different classes of small RNAs, it is 

possible that the biogenesis pathway affects the mobility of small RNAs. To investigate the 

movement capability of different types of small RNAs, de Felippes et al.105 generated 

artificial miRNA and ta-siRNA reporter lines, in which a small RNA was expressed in 

phloem companion cells but exerted its silencing effect in leaf mesophyll cells. When the 

miRNAs and ta-siRNAs were designed to have identical sequences, ta-siRNA-based 

silencing spread into a much broader area than miRNA-based silencing105, indicating an 

influence of small RNA biogenesis on the non-cell-autonomous effects of RNA silencing.

A more recent study revealed that miRNA mobility is regulated through a gating mechanism 

different from that regulating mobile proteins106. By using a miR-GFP sensor system, in 

which the artificial miRNA miR-GFP driven by tissue specific promoters silences a 

constitutively expressed GFP reporter, miRNA movement was shown to be directional 

across specific cell-cell interfaces106. This unidirectional movement generates selectivity in 

long-distance shoot-to-root trafficking and leads to domain-autonomous behaviours within 

plant stem cell niches. It should be noted that the two studies105,106 both employed artificial 

miRNAs. Further research is necessary to determine if endogenous miRNAs behave 

similarly.

Biological functions of RNA trafficking

Against the backdrop of a large set of mobile RNAs, only a relatively small number of them 

have been demonstrated to function non-cell-autonomously. In these cases, the mobile RNAs 

play roles in a broad range of physiological processes in plants. For example, long-distance 

trafficking of tomato PFP-T6 (ref.2) and pumpkin GAI (ref.107) transcripts was found to 

affect leaf morphology. miR166 and tasiR-ARFs act non-cell-autonomously in a 

concentration-dependent manner to generate sharp developmental boundaries to pattern leaf 

polarity108. Through grafting experiments, phloem-mobile FT was shown to function in 

systemic floral signalling to regulate flowering time in Arabidopsis56. RNA detection 

methods and heterografting experiments demonstrated that potato transcription factor BEL5 
transcripts could be transported to stolon tips and induce tuber formation50,94. The 

transcripts of two other BEL1-like genes, BEL11 and BEL29, are also phloem-mobile and 

function antagonistically to BEL5 to fine-tune the development processes of potato 

tuberization109. In Arabidopsis, mobile AUX/IAA transcripts (ref.48) and miR165/166 (ref.5) 

regulate root development. Under stress conditions, miR395 (ref.73) and miR399 

(refs73,83,84) act as long-distance signals to regulate sulfate and phosphate homeostasis, 

respectively. In addition, mobile siRNAs travel systemically to direct DNA methylation of 

transposable elements in target tissues, including meristematic and meiotically active 

cells6,76,77,79, which may contribute to epigenetic memory. The non-cell-autonomous nature 

of RNA silencing also facilitates plant defence against pathogens. On viral infection, 

siRNAs may act as mobile signals and move in advance of the spread of infection to prime 

antiviral silencing in uninfected cells to restrict viral spreading110,111. Certain types of small 

RNAs can even be transferred from plants to pathogens to induce cross-kingdom gene 

silencing to inhibit virulence gene expression41,88,112. These accumulating pieces of 
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evidence indicate that RNA trafficking has a role in intercellular and systemic information 

communication that regulates fundamental biological processes in plants (Fig. 3).

Grafting is routinely used in the cultivation of horticultural crops113. The large genomic-

scale RNA exchange between scions and stocks raises the possibility that RNA trafficking 

benefits graft performance. The combination of two genetically different graft partners 

would increase the diversity of the RNA pool accessible to both scion and stock, and this 

merged RNA pool may provide plants with more genetic resources to achieve better traits, 

such as enhanced quality or yield. However, it is also possible that mobile RNAs underlie 

genetic incompatability leading to graft failure. It has been demonstrated that siRNAs can 

move into germ-line tissues to methylate target loci75,76,79, so DNA methylation patterns 

may be altered by grafting and changes could be transmitted to future progeny. 

Transcriptome analysis of parasitic plants and their hosts revealed that a large population of 

mRNAs moves in a bidirectional manner across species8,9,59. The host-parasite interaction 

has been compared to perfect heterografts, since both of them connect separate plants to 

form a chimaera. The movement of RNAs between hosts and parasites may function as a 

means of communication to coordinate their mutual development. The ability for 

translocation of RNAs from hosts to parasites raises the possibility of using RNA silencing 

as a strategy to control parasitic weeds114.

Concluding remarks

There have been many advances in documenting and understanding the non-cell autonomy 

of RNAs in recent years. Thousands of mobile RNAs have been identified through genomics 

approaches. The recently released database PlaMOM (Plant Mobile Macromolecules) 

collects and organizes published data on mobile RNAs115. A fluorescence-based RNA 

labelling system based on the bacteriophage coat protein MS2 has been recently optimized 

in plants and may potentially serve as a powerful approach for visualizing the real-time 

trafficking of specific mobile RNAs in living cells116. The discovery of RNAs functioning as 

mobile molecules is an exciting revelation in plant biology, since RNAs were traditionally 

believed to function in the same cell in which they are synthesized. With the spatial 

uncoupling of RNA synthesis and action, at least for some RNAs, the site of action of a 

given RNA cannot be definitively determined from promoter assays alone.

Despite these advances, many challenges remain. A considerable number of RNAs, but still 

a tiny portion of the mobile RNAome, have been shown to act as active, mobile signals with 

roles in coordinating plant growth, development and stress responses6,8–10. Although it has 

been confirmed that some mobile mRNAs can be translated into functional proteins after 

transport90, it remains unclear to what extent translation of mobile RNAs occurs in recipient 

tissues. Proteomic data on grafted plants revealed the presence of heterologous protein 

products that are perhaps encoded by mobile mRNAs8, however, the identified proteins are 

few in number due to their low abundance in recipient tissues. It is also difficult to 

distinguish between the proteins translated by mobile RNAs and proteins themselves that are 

mobile. Moving forward, many questions need to be addressed, such as: What are the 

underlying mechanisms of RNA trafficking? How are RNAs selected for export and import, 

and do mobile RNAs have other unknown common features? What are the factors that 
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mediate RNA transport and how do they function? How do plants control the trafficking of 

RNAs into specific cells or tissues, and what is the fate of mobile RNAs in those recipient 

tissues? Are they translated and degraded in the same manner as local RNAs in recipient 

tissues? Are mobile small RNAs transported in single-or double-stranded forms, and are 

their precursors mobile? Are mobile RNAs conserved in different plant species? Is RNA 

movement a widespread and functional phenomenon in plant-parasite relationships? 

Answers to these questions will have broad impacts on our understanding of RNA 

trafficking and its role in intercellular signalling in plants.
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Fig. 1 |. Routes for RNA trafficking between plant cells.
a, PD as micro-channels for cell-to-cell movement of mobile molecules. PD are membrane-

lined channels that traverse the cell wall and connect neighbouring cells. Cell wall, plasma 

membrane, endoplasmic reticulum (ER), desmotubule and callose are indicated. Red circles 

represent soluble molecules capable of moving through the desmotubule or cytoplasmic 

sleeve of PD. b, Phloem as a conduit for long-distance movement of molecules. Phloem is 

composed of stacked enucleated sieve elements assisted by companion cells. Mature sieve 

elements are connected to adjacent companion cells by highly modified and funnel-like 

plasmodesmata pore units (PPUs). Mobile molecules (red circles) are primarily transported 

from source to sink tissues over long distances through phloem. Arrows indicate the 

direction of movement. Gaps in the line indicate multiple, stacked sieve elements (one cell in 

the diagram) mediating long-distance transport. c, Putative vesicle-mediated RNA 

trafficking in plants. Vesicles containing RNAs are taken into MVBs, which subsequently 

fuse with the plasma membrane and release their intraluminal vesicles into the extracellular 

space as exosomes. These exosomes fuse with the plasma membrane of the recipient cell 
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through endocytosis and unload the cargo RNAs. Alternatively, vesicles may transport RNAs 

to adjacent cells, either through exocytosis/endocytosis or through the PD channels between 

cells. Note that these are purely hypothetical events, as indicated by dashed lines in the 

diagram.
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Fig. 2 |. Schematic drawing of non-cell-autonomous RNA silencing in plants.
SiRNAs (red) and miRNAs (blue) can act as mobile signals and move from cell to cell or 

over long distances to mediate non-cell-autonomous RNA silencing in plants. In the 

destination cells, siRNAs mediate RNA-directed DNA methylation or guide the cleavage of 

target RNAs, whereas miRNAs guide the cleavage or translational repression of target 

mRNAs. Filled orange circles indicate methyl groups on DNA or histones.
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Fig. 3 |. Dynamic network of intercellular communication.
A hypothetical model of how RNA trafficking influences plant development and 

physiological processes. Internal or external stimuli may trigger the movement of plant 

RNAs, including mRNAs, siRNAs, miRNAs, rRNAs and tRNAs, from their synthesis sites 

(incipient cells) to distant tissues (recipient cells). These mobile RNAs may act non-cell-

autonoumously. In the recipient cells, mRNAs, rRNAs and tRNAs may participate in 

translation, while miRNAs and siRNAs may mediate the silencing and regulation of genes. 

These mobile RNAs may therefore act as signalling molecules for intercellular information 

exchange to regulate plant development, nutrient allocation, stress responses and many other 

physiological processes in plants.
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Table | 1

Representative examples of mobile RNAs in plants

RNA Function Plant Species References

mRNA

SUC1 Sucrose transport Potato 23

FT1 Flowering induction Arabidopsis 56

Aux/IAA Root development Arabidopsis 48

PP16 RNA transport Pumpkin 49

NACP Meristem maintenance Pumpkin 44

BEL5 Tuber formation Potato 50

POTH1 Leaf development Potato 51

SLR/IAA14 Lateral root formation Apple 52

PFP-T6 Leaf development Tomato 2

PS Pathogen resistance Tomato 57

GAI Leaf development Tomato 53,54

PFP Leaf development Tomato 54

miRNA

miR165/166 Root development Arabidopsis 5

miR390 Leaf polarity Arabidopsis 3

miR394 Shoot meristem formation Arabidopsis 82

miR395 Sulfate homeostasis Arabidopsis 73

miR399 Phosphate homeostasis Arabidopsis 73, 83,84

siRNA

ta-siRNA Leaf polarity Arabidopsis 3

hc-siRNA DNA methylation Arabidopsis, N. tabacum, N. benthamiana 6,75–79

rRNA

5S rRNA Translation B. napus, pumpkin 4,72

5.8S rRNA Translation B. napus, pumpkin 4,72

18S rRNA Translation B. napus, pumpkin 4,72

25S rRNA Translation B. napus, pumpkin 4,72

tRNAa Translation Pumpkin 4

*
Not all tRNA species are detected in the phloem sap, and some tRNA are present in truncated forms or as tRNA halves.
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